Maths this
week
The focus
for this
week’s
learning is
place value.
Use paper
and a pencil
to complete
the tasks in
the Word
document.

You could
also have a
look at the
Slides on
Google
Classroom to
help you
understand
the tasks.

Lesson 1
Learning question: Can I apply my Task 1 – Identify the value of
knowledge of place value?
Success criteria:
 I can read numbers up to
thousands.
 I can identify the value of a
digit in a number to thousands
and including decimal numbers.
 I can add and subtract
10/100/1000 to a number.
Task one: Children to use a place value
grid to help them read numbers to
thousands and to help them identify
the value of an underlined digit.

For example, Children should be able
to recognise that the value of the digit
5 is 5000 because it is in the
thousands column.
Task two: Children can use the place
value grid to help them add/subtract
10/100 and 1000 to a number. For
example, 47,715 + 10. The only column
that will change will be the tens column
only. The rest of the digits will stay
the same.

the underlined digit in each
number.

Task 2 – Add and subtract
10,100 and 1000 to the numbers
in the grid.

If you need any
help with your
work this week,
email
office@keyworth.
southwark.sch.uk
and address your
message to
Chontel, Luigi and
Miri.

Remember to keep
working through your
revision books as
well!

Lesson 2
Learning question:
Can I apply my knowledge of place
value?
Success criteria:
 I can identify the value of a digit in
a number to thousands
 I can partition numbers to
thousands.
 I can write numbers to thousands
in figures
 I can write numbers to thousands
in words.
Task one: Children to use their place
value grids, to partition the digits in
each number. This can then help them
to write the number in words.

Good luck with
your learning
this week! 😊

Task two: Continue to use the place
value grid to read words and write
them in figures.

Task 1 – Write the numbers in
words and partition each digit.

Task 2 – Write the words into
figures and partition the digits.

Lesson 3
Learning question:
Can I round whole numbers?
Success criteria:
 I can identify the place value of
digits in a number
 I can identify the multiples a
number falls between
 I can round whole numbers to the
nearest 10 and 100.
Task one: Children need to refer to the
steps to success to help them round
numbers to help them round to 10 and
100.

Task 1 – Look at the population
of people in UK cities. Round
each population to the nearest
10 or 100.

Lesson 4
Learning question:
Can I consolidate my understanding of
rounding whole and decimal numbers?

Success criteria:




I can identify the place value of
digits in a number
I can identify the multiples a
number falls between
I can round whole numbers to the
nearest tenth and hundredth.

Task one: During this lesson you are
going to follow the same steps you
followed in the previous lesson to round
numbers to the nearest tenth and
hundredth.

Task 1- Round the numbers to
the nearest tenth or
hundredth.

Lesson 5
Learning question:
Can I multiply and divide numbers by 10
and 100?
Success criteria:
 I can identify the value of a
digit in a number
 I can multiply numbers by 10
and 100.
 I can divide numbers by 10 and
100.
When we multiply a number the number
gets bigger therefore the digits move
to the left.
When we divide a number, the number
gets smaller therefore the digits move
to the right.

Task 1 –Look at the distances
and convert each distance to
centimetres (x100).

Task 2- Look at the products
on sale. Multiply each number
by 10 / 100.

We can use a place value grid to help us.
Examples:

Task 3- Find 10% or 1% of an
amount by dividing by 10 or 100.

